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You are already great: 

Consider your strengths:

Skill 7
Innovating with confidence



Stretch your comfort zone: 

Handle failure: 

Manage negative feelings: 



You are a change maker 

Find a mentor 

page 200.

Surround yourself with confident companions 

Do your homework

Look after yourself 

Fake it until you make it 

It’s OK to ask for help 



Over-confident vs under-confident

Checklist

If you like this chapter, you might like more on

The Innovation Workout
 available now on Amazon
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Lucy Gower is a trainer, coach and consultant specialising in turning your 
teams into creative, collaborative, high-performing and innovative ones. 

Lucy specialises in innovation; she led the first innovation team at the NSPCC, 
one of the UK’s largest children’s charities. This is where she realised that you 
can have the best frameworks and processes in place, and even the best 
ideas, but without teams lined up behind their core purpose and working 
together to achieve shared goals, even the best innovation ideas will struggle 
to succeed. 

Since leaving the NSPCC in 2012, Lucy has worked with over 50 
organisations to help individuals and teams to work better together to develop 
ideas and make their innovations happen. Clients include Amnesty, The 
Children’s Society, Cystic Fibrosis Trust, Nesta and Oxfam. 

Lucy uses a range of proven practical techniques – a mash up of innovation 
frameworks and process, influencing skills, storytelling and improvisation. She 
and her associate team help people learn, not through theory but by applying 
their learning to a live project.

Lucy is passionate about how this approach to the people part of innovation 
can transform individual, team and organisational performance and make 
good ideas happen. 

Lucy is a regular innovation blogger at lucidity.org.uk, UKFR and 
101fundraising, and speaks at conferences around the world.

Introduction

This innovation toolkit is designed to help you develop your own innovation confidence and skills. It takes you 
through an innovation process, starting with working out what the problem is that you want to solve, gaining 
audience and market insights, generating ideas, choosing and developing the best ones and making them real. 
There are templates and practical exercises to help you. 

Read it the whole way through or dip in and out as you need it. Use it when you get stuck, scribble notes all over 
it, make it into a paper aeroplane, use it as a doorstop but don’t just put it on a shelf to look at another day 
because the only way you will hone your innovation skills is through practical experience. 

Just to be clear before you start – what is innovation?
Innovation has become a corporate buzzword. It gets used indiscriminately to make anything sound more sexy or 
interesting than it actually is, from political policies to mortgage deals and even a new flavour of soup. So before 
we begin flexing our innovation muscles let’s be clear on what innovation means. 

The Oxford English Dictionary describes innovation as:

• The action or process of innovating;
• A new method, idea, product, etc.

Innovation is not about making any idea happen, it’s about taking action to make the good ideas happen that get 
you or your organisation closer to achieving its goal. If an idea is new to you or your organisation, even if it has 
been done elsewhere it still counts as innovation. 

Let me know what you think about the innovation toolkit. Drop me a line at lucy@lucidity.org.uk

lucy@lucidity.org.uk         Tel: +44 7919 173 042         lucidity.org.uk         @luciditysays
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